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ABSTRACT: Three-dimensional (3D) DNA nanostruc-
tures have shown great promise for various applications
including molecular sensing and therapeutics. Here we
report kinetic studies of DNA-mediated charge transport
(CT) within a 3D DNA nanostructure framework. A
tetrahedral DNA nanostructure was used to investigate the
through-duplex and through-space CT of small redox
molecules (methylene blue (MB) and ferrocene (Fc)) that
were bound to specific positions above the surface of the
gold electrode. CT rate measurements provide unambig-
uous evidence that the intercalative MB probe undergoes
efficient mediated CT over longer distances along the
duplex, whereas the nonintercalative Fc probe tunnels
electrons through the space. This study sheds new light on
DNA-based molecular electronics and on designing high-
performance biosensor devices.

There is considerable interest in using DNA as a nanoscale
construction material for various applications including

molecular electronics and computation.1 The plausibility of
generating DNA wires for DNA-based electronic devices has
been under debate over the past two decades.2 Evidence is
accumulating that DNA duplexes have insulating properties in
bulk films and on longer-length scales (e.g. >100 nm).3,4

However, analogous to the behavior of conjugated polymers at
the single-molecule level, perfectly stacked DNA duplexes were
found to efficiently mediate charge transport (CT) up to 34 nm
(100 base pairs), as evidenced in a recent electrochemical study
of well-ordered DNA monolayers on the surface of gold
electrodes.5 In contrast to single-molecule techniques that are
used to study energy migration in conjugated polymers6

electrochemistry measures the ensemble behavior of DNA
films, which is largely influenced by structural perturbation of
base stacking and monolayer-packing properties.3,7 Hence, it is
critically important to preclude crowding effects (e.g., phase
segregation or interstrand entanglement) in densely packed
DNA films and end-to-end collision of DNA duplexes in
loosely packed ones8 that are often present in self-assembled
DNA monolayers and that perturb CT at the electrode surface.
Herein, we used electrochemical interrogation of a

tetrahedral DNA nanostructure to provide evidence of
through-duplex and through-space DNA-mediated CT. The

tetrahedral DNA nanostructure9 used here is composed of four
single strands of DNA (ssDNA): S1, S2, S3, and S4. The
sequences of the four strands are designed in such a way that
they self-assemble into a tetrahedral frame structure with six
double helical edges. Selected nucleotides along each edge were
modified with thiol groups for attachment of redox molecules
(methylene blue, MB, or ferrocene, Fc). Three thiol
modifications per tetrahedron, one on each vertex of the
‘bottom’ face, were used to immobilize and anchor the
structures to the surface of a gold electrode with high affinity
(Figure 1).10 DNA tetrahedra were synthesized with high yield
(>85%, Figure S2, Supporting Information [SI]), even with
thiol modifications.
DNA tetrahedra are ideal molecular scaffolds because they

possess high mechanical rigidity and structural stability.11 These
features are particularly important for electrochemical applica-
tions. Previous structural characterization of double helices
within a DNA monolayer revealed that they predominantly
adopt an upright orientation, tilted relative to the electrode
surface.12 However, the local disorder in the monolayer and
potential end-to-end collision with the electrode surface that
are the result of the dynamic motion of the DNA has made it a
difficult system to study. Surface-confined three-dimensional
(3D) DNA tetrahedra present an unprecedented opportunity
for studying DNA-mediated CT due to their stability, rigidity,
and well-defined structure and orientation at the surface.10

First, we conjugated the redox molecule MB to two different
positions on a DNA tetrahedron and examined the electro-
chemical kinetics of DNA-mediated CT. In one design (tetra-
MB-1), MB was located four nucleotides from the Au surface
(5′-MB-TGAA-3′, estimated to be ∼1.4 nm away from the
electrode). In the second design (tetra-MB-2), MB was 13
nucleotides (5′-MB-TCCTAAGTCTGAA-3′, or ∼4.4 nm)
above the electrode surface. Cyclic voltammetric (CV) analysis
of both structures revealed a pair of redox peaks representing
an exchange of electrons between MB and the Au electrode
(Figure S3, SI). While the CV peaks were clearly visible, the
peak amplitudes were too small to perform a detailed analysis
of the CT processes, likely because of the low surface density of
the bulky nanostructures.
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Next, we used alternating current voltammetry (ACV) to
analyze the structures. ACV is more sensitive than CV for
probing low-density species at an electrode surface.13 Analysis
of tetra-MB-1 and tetra-MB-2 revealed similar ACV curves with
peaks centered at −0.30 V (Figure 2a). The surface density of
MB was obtained using eq 1,14 where Iavg (E0) is the average
peak, n is the number of electrons transferred per redox event, f
is the frequency of the applied alternating current (ac) voltage
perturbation, F is Faraday constant, R is the universal gas

constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin, Eac is the peak
amplitude, and Ntot is the total molar quantity of the redox
species.

=I E nfFN nFE RT( ) 2 tanh( /2 )avg 0 tot ac (1)

The calculated surface density of each structure was ∼3.2 ×
1012 tetrahedra·cm−2 (<10% monolayer), which corresponds to
approximately 5.6 nm between structures. The low surface
density prevents intermolecular interactions and accounts for
the small CV peak amplitudes that were observed.
CT rate constants are obtained by plotting the ratio of the

ACV peak current to the background current (Ip/Ib) vs variable
ACV frequency.13 After analyzing the plots, we obtained the
following CT rate constants: ktetra‑MB‑1 = 15 ± 2 s−1 and
ktetra‑MB‑2 = 15 ± 3 s−1 (Figure 2b). Similar rates were also
obtained by kinetic studies with CV (see Figure S7 in SI).
Clearly, the position of MB in the DNA tetrahedron did not
affect the peak current or the CT rate. This through-duplex CT
is explained by a compound hole-hopping mechanism involving
G+···G superexchange mediation via short (T−A)n bridges in
the duplex.15

In a control study, when MB-labeled, nonthiolated ssDNA
was physically adsorbed on Au, the resulting CV peaks were
more intense with significantly smaller peak separation (∼14
mV) than for the DNA tetrahedra-modified surface (Figure
S4b, SI), characteristic of CV behaviors of physically adsorbed
MB.5 Similarly, ACV studies revealed that the CT rate (180 ±
11 s−1) was 12-fold faster than was observed for the DNA
tetrahedra (Figure 2b). The distinct differences between the
electrochemical kinetic profile of the tetrahedron sample and
the direct CT results (MB-labeled, nonthiolated ssDNA)
suggest that the framework of the tetrahedra prevents direct
collision between MB and the electrode surface. Although faster
transfer kinetics was observed for the MB-labeled ssDNA, it
does not necessarily mean that through-duplex CT is slower
than direct-contact CT; the kinetic barrier is governed by the
alkylthiol linker between the thiol and nucleotides (∼1 nm). By
extrapolation to the zero linker-length, the rate of through-the-
stack CT should be as large as 108−109 s−1.7
We also prepared high-density, thiolated, double-stranded

DNA (dsDNA) monolayers (20 or 57 base pairs long) on the
Au surface (Figure S5, SI). While the peak currents were much
larger than those obtained at the tetrahedral surface, the CT
kinetics were nearly the same with k20 = 13 ± 3 s−1, and k57 =
12 ± 2 s−1 (Figure S5c, SI).These rate constants are in the same
order of magnitude as those of a previous report (39 s−1) that
used similar dsDNA monolayers.5 The similarity in kinetics
suggests that the density of the DNA monolayer is not a critical
factor for through-duplex CT.
We introduced a one-base-pair mismatch in one edge of the

tetrahedron to determine if charge passes through the DNA
double helices via stacked nucleobases (Figure 3a). The peak
nearly disappeared in the CV spectra (Figure S6, SI), and the
ACV current was largely attenuated by the introduction of the
mismatch (Figure 3b). The CT kinetics for the mismatched
tetrahedron (tetra-MB-MM, kMM = 3 ± 1 s−1) was 5-fold slower
than for the fully complementary one (tetra-MB-WM, kWM =
15 ± 3 s−1) (Figure 3c). Clearly, through-duplex CT is very
sensitive to perturbation of π-stacking in the duplex.16

Finally, we studied CT of Fc, a nonintercalative redox probe
that does not intercalate between the stacked nucleobases of
the double helix.17 Fc was attached to the bottom (0.8 nm
above the Au surface), middle (3.1 nm above), and top (5.7 nm

Figure 1. Assembly of electrochemically active DNA tetrahedra.
Tetrahedra were assembled from three thiolated 55-mer strands (S1−
S3) and a 57-mer MB-labeled strand (S4-1 or S4-2). Tetrahedra were
anchored to the electrode surface by gold−thiol interactions between
thiolated vertices and the gold electrode. MB was incorporated into
the tetrahedra at predefined distances away from the Au surface, i.e.
tetra-MB-1 (1.4 nm) and tetra-MB-2 (4.4 nm).

Figure 2. (a) ACVs at 5 Hz for tetra-MB-1 (1.4 nm, red) and tetra-
MB-2 (4.4 nm, blue). (b) Plot of Ip/Ib vs log(frequency) for tetra-MB-
1 and tetra-MB-2.
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above) of the DNA tetrahedra (tetra-Fc, Figure 4a). The
mentioned distances between Fc-tagged nucleobases and the

electrode surface are based on the length of the methylene
spacer (0.77 Å) and the number of base pairs in the double
helices (3.4 Å/base). However, since Fc is tagged to
nucleobases via a soft, six-carbon linker that makes it dangle
at the tetrahedral nanostructure, the real distance between Fc
and the electrode cannot be estimated. We observed a pair of
redox peaks for the tetrahedron with Fc attached to the bottom
surface, while the other Fc-labeled tetrahedra did not exhibit
prominent CV peaks (Figure S8, SI). For the former case, the
midpoint potential was ∼0.22 V, with 14 mV separation
between peaks. We observed well-defined ACV peaks centered

at 0.250 V for all three designs (Figure 4b). The CT rate
constants calculated from plots of Ip/Ib versus ac frequency are:
kbottom = 445 ± 21 s−1, kmiddle = 365 ± 13 s−1, and ktop = 118 ± 9
s−1 (Figure 4c), characteristic of distance-dependent through-
space CT.
An upward monolayer orientation is essential for DNA-

mediated CT studies. However, previous reports have shown
that loosely packed dsDNA monolayers have distinct “island”
morphologies in which the DNA is free to bend and strike at
the gold surface.18 The introduction of mechanically rigid and
structurally stable DNA nanostructures addresses this issue,
providing an ideal platform for studying CT of redox probes.
We provided clear evidence that intercalative MB transports
electrons via efficient mediation of DNA duplexes. In contrast,
Fc is a nonintercalative molecule that cannot be efficiently
coupled to the stacked nucleobases of the double helix and
exhibits typical through-space CT that is strongly dependent on
the distance. The results suggest that DNA nanostructures can
be used for the rational design of switchable DNA nanodevices
for electronic, biosensor, and computational applications.
Oligonucleotides were synthesized and purified by TaKaRa

Inc. (Dalian, China); the sequences can be found in the SI. To
form DNA tetrahedra, equimolar amounts of the four
constituent oligonucleotides were combined in TM buffer
(10 mM Tris-HCl, 35 mM MgCl2, pH 8.0). The reaction
mixture was maintained at 95 °C for 3 min and then was cooled
to 4 °C over 3 min.10

Prior to measurement, electrodes were thoroughly cleaned
according to a well-established protocol.19 The clean electrodes
were incubated with 0.1 μM tetra-MB or 1 μM Fc-tetra in TM
buffer (10 mM tris-HCl, 35 mM MgCl2, and 1 mM TCEP, pH
8.0) overnight at room temperature. Modified electrodes were
subsequently treated with 1 mM MCH for one hour.
Electrochemical measurements were performed with a CHI
630b electrochemical workstation (CH Instruments Inc.,
Austin, TX, U.S.A.) and a conventional three-electrode
configuration.
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Figure 3. (a) Perfectly complementary (tetra-MB-2-WM) and one-
base-pair mismatched (tetra-MB-2-MM) tetrahedra. (b) ACVs of
tetra-MB-2-WM (black) and tetra-MB-2-MM (red). Frequency = 5
Hz, ac amplitude = 25 mV. (c) Plots of Ip/Ib vs log(frequency) for
tetra-MB-2-WM (black) and tetra-MB-2-MM (red).

Figure 4. (a) Fc attached to the bottom, middle, and top of the DNA
tetrahedra. (b) ACVs of Fc labeled at the bottom (black), middle
(red), and top (green) of the tetrahedra. Frequency = 1 Hz; amplitude
= 25 mV. (c) Plot of Ip/Ib vs log(frequency) for Fc labeled at the
bottom (black), middle (red), and top (green) of the tetrahedra.
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